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Next Run No: 1652
Date: 26th March 2012
Start: Long Ash
On Down: The Rock Inn, Yelverton
Hare: Wobbly Knob
Well what an evening! The GM’s jolly handover japes, the guest appearance by Bloodknock and the Hash
(where did you pull that one from Grandpa!).
Well there we all were (in Bridestowe), well some of us, others were spread far and wide across the
moonlit countryside of Devon, whilst a growing thong (sorry throng) were ‘holed up’ in the pub – more of
that later.
As the longs and short bomb burst off on their respective routes, the old lags were heard to question
the words of the hare – the shorts would be long and the longs longer – surely not Grandpa. It was also
interesting that the young keenies were holding back clearly remembering – the shiggy, would it happen
again? Would that wily old fox threat them to another evening of crawling through Devons’s morass,
quagmire and tangle? However, it quickly became apparent that the long bit really did mean long, and
quick, much to the delight of the younger elements. Hopefully the shiggy challenge set for Penny
Farting & Co may clip the little beggar’s wings next week.
After much huffing and puffing it got to the point on the run where Biff and Pimp had clearly decided
enough was enough. Banking on the fact that Hurricane would be back at the car, Biff attempted to
summon a lift for herself and flagging running buddy by placing a cheeky mobile call to Hurricane. The
phone just rang and rang – was Hurricane ignoring the damsel in distress! No the phone was at home,
nice try Biff.
As very little further dirt could be drawn from the runners, let us forward to the pub. Here the
‘Drinking Club’ made up of the frail and infirm were happily swelling the coffers of the landlord. The
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excuses of the party are getting better and more varied, ranging from ‘I’m in my resting phase’ to
viruses et al –that you don’t want to know about – mmmm.
So onto Bloodknock and his ‘Committee for the Night’ – really! Are there some subtle clues in some of
tonight’s choices – is Charlie lining you up for your chance to serve the cause? All is to be revealed so
we have been promised. A sensation that was revealed by our guest GM, was that the 31 st Anniversary
of TVH – so Happy Birthday to us. To round off the evening I an happy to report that the freestyle
Hakka team remain on top form bidding farewell to the more than merry Bloodknock.
Future Events: Remember the River Dart Camping Weekend 22 nd – 24th June 2012. All families
welcome. See Glani or Biff for further details.
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